
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of COVID-19 and the rising cost of living on professional beauty
and grooming treatments.

•• How consumers intend to change their use of professional beauty and
grooming treatments in the next 12 months.

•• Where consumers have professional beauty and grooming treatments and
how they perceive different types of treatment venues.

•• Consumer loyalty toward professional beauty and grooming treatments,
including opportunities to boost loyalty toward treatment providers.

•• Opportunities to boost the appeal of professional beauty and grooming
treatments.

Within the professional beauty/grooming and hair treatment space, 89% of
users prefer to go to the same people/person for treatments, reflective of
significant loyalty within the sector. This spotlights the relevance of loyalty
schemes as a way to offer protection in the case of a beautician leaving a
treatment venue. Businesses can tempt clients to stay and switch to a new
therapist through loyalty rewards.

The ongoing income squeeze could pose challenges for the sector as many
look to reduce their discretionary spend through trading down on treatments
used, adopting DIY behaviours or delaying time between appointments.

The biggest threat to the sector is a shift towards at-home DIY behaviours.
Whilst this poses an opportunity for BPC as many will be willing to trade-up on
an at-home product if the results are more aligned with professional
treatments, for professionals this could hinder spend activity. There is
opportunity to drive trade-up with demonstration-led appointments as if
people are looking to recreate appointments at home, they will seek out
information to support best practice.
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“Post-COVID-19 recovery is
expected to continue within
professional treatments in
2023, with the sector set to
return to pre-pandemic value
levels in 2025. Recovery will
be hindered by value-led
attitudes amid the ongoing
income squeeze, signalling
opportunity to cater for those
on a budget with cheaper
treatment options.”
– Maddie Malone, Senior
Beauty and Personal Care
Analyst, February 2023
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One of the most significant opportunities is around broadening the appeal of
professional treatments, particularly within the beauty/grooming space. For
example, many men don’t use these treatments, with this under usage largely
driven by social stigmas. Tackling these gender norms, for example through
celebrity partnerships, and providing appointments targeted at men will
broaden appeal and drive value in the sector.
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• Treatment providers focus on tech incorporation
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• Help consumers spread the cost of professional beauty/

grooming treatments
Figure 3: Usage of professional beauty/grooming treatments,
2022

• Align trims with healthy hair priorities to maintain treatment
frequencies
Figure 4: Usage of professional hair treatments, 2022

• Create a one-stop-shop for hair and beauty to boost venue
loyalty
Figure 5: Usage of professional treatments, by location, 2022

• Look to retail for loyalty reward inspiration
Figure 6: Interest in professional treatment innovations, 2022

• Provide value and time-saving benefits via express
treatments
Figure 7: Intentions regarding professional treatments in the
next 12 months, 2022

• Cater for DIY demand with treatment demonstrations
• Boost venue loyalty with client profiles and rewards

Figure 8: Professional treatment behaviours, 2022
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Figure 9: Correspondence Analysis – Perceptions of
professional treatment locations, 2022
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• Explore new ways to provide value amidst the cost of living
crisis

• Improve user experience by integrating new technologies
• Boost sentiment by making treatments more personal

• COVID-19 recovery continues within professional treatments
Figure 10: Market size for professional beauty/grooming and
hair treatments, 2017-22

• Recovery within the professional treatment space continues
Figure 11: Category outlook for professional beauty/grooming
and hair treatments, 2023-27

• The sector to reach pre-pandemic value in 2025
Figure 12: Market forecast for professional beauty/grooming
and hair treatments, 2016-27
Figure 13: Market forecast for professional beauty/grooming
and hair treatments, 2022-27

• Learnings from the last income squeeze
• Forecast methodology

• Inflation is the key concern for consumers and brands…
• …and despite government support, energy prices are still a

major concern
• Consumer spending power will be curbed
• Treatment providers continue to invest in physical space

Figure 14: Net percentage change in units occupied for
varying sub-categories, 2017-21

• DIY behaviours could pose a challenge for the sector
longer-term
Figure 15: Changes to beauty/grooming routines since
COVID-19, 2022

• Support those wanting to save time on their BPC routines
• Cater for all with pre-treatment consultations

Figure 16: Behaviours relevant to diversity and inclusivity in
beauty/grooming, by ethnicity, 2022

• Create transparency with beautician reviews
Figure 17: Pre-purchase beauty/grooming research, 2022

• Maximise on the gifting opportunity
Figure 18: BPC gifting occasions in the last 12 months, 2022

• Consider sustainability priorities
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MARKET SIZE AND PERFORMANCE

MARKET FORECAST

MARKET DRIVERS
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Figure 19: Attitudes towards sustainability in beauty and
personal care, 2021

• Treatment providers prioritise mental health
• Companies drive trial through AR investment

Figure 20: Example of driving trial through AI technology by
Sally Hansen, 2022

• OLAPLEX launches a virtual salon
Figure 21: Example of a virtual salon launch by Olaplex, 2022

• Dyson rolls out its demo store concept
Figure 22: Example of a Dyson Demo Store at Manchester
Trafford Centre, 2022

• Pop-up stores lead with treatments
• Soho House makes its Cowshed Spas more accessible
• John Lewis & Partners’ expands its treatment offering
• Treatwell partners with Google Maps
• Davines launches its first House & Academy

Figure 23: Example of a treatment training location by
Davines, 2022

• L’Oréal partners with Net Zero Now

• Usage of professional beauty/grooming treatments remains
varied
Figure 24: Usage of professional beauty/grooming
treatments, 2022

• Reassure consumers around painless hair removal
• Emphasise the hygiene benefits of nail treatments

Figure 25: Usage of professional beauty/grooming
treatments, by gender, 2022

• Tap into the skincare opportunity with facial innovation
• Tap into desire for long-lasting results
• Convey the health benefits of beauty treatments

Figure 26: Repertoire of professional beauty/grooming and
hair treatment usage, 2022

• Align trims with healthy hair priorities
Figure 27: Usage of professional hair treatments, 2022

• Enable trialling of new looks with AR technology
Figure 28: Example of an AR-led smart salon experience by
Amazon, 2021

• Provide bundle deals to drive hair treatment repertoires

LAUNCH ACTIVITY AND INNOVATION

USAGE OF PROFESSIONAL BEAUTY/GROOMING TREATMENTS

USAGE OF PROFESSIONAL HAIR TREATMENTS
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Figure 29: Repertoire of professional beauty/grooming and
hair treatment usage, by age, 2022

• Maximise on the desire for long-lasting results
• Reassure consumers on the ethics of artificial hair
• Align colour treatments with hair health

Figure 30: Usage of select professional hair treatments, by
age and gender, 2022

• Create a one-stop-shop for hair and beauty
Figure 31: Usage of professional treatments, by location, 2022

• At-home appointments remain popular post-COVID-19
• Create private treatment zones in retail environments

• Keep up with loyalty scheme innovation
Figure 32: Interest in professional treatment innovations, 2022

• Facilitate private treatments
Figure 33: Interest in professional treatment innovations, by
usage of beauty/grooming treatments, 2022

• Offer group discounts on treatments
• Provide value and time-saving benefits via express

treatments
• Recognise and connect different personality types
• Explore mirror-free environments to boost experience

Figure 34: Example of an art-led treatment venue by DKUK,
2022

• Boost accessibility for those on-the-go
• Use technology to attract young consumers

Figure 35: Interest in professional treatments carried out by a
robot, by age and gender, 2022
Figure 36: Example of robot-led beauty treatments by
Clockwork, 2022

• Innovate in the pre-treatment consultation process
Figure 37: TURF Analysis – interest in professional treatment
innovations, 2022
Figure 38: Table - TURF Analysis – Interest in professional
treatment innovations, 2022

• TURF Analysis Methodology

• Innovate in lower cost treatment options

LOCATION OF PROFESSIONAL TREATMENTS

INTEREST IN PROFESSIONAL TREATMENT INNOVATIONS

FUTURE INTENTIONS REGARDING PROFESSIONAL
TREATMENTS
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Figure 39: Intentions regarding professional treatments in the
next 12 months, 2022

• Provide treatment demonstrations for at-home usage
• Link to calendar appointments
• Facilitate experimentation amongst the 16-24s

Figure 40: Intentions regarding professional treatments in the
next 12 months, by age, 2022

• Boost venue loyalty with client profiles and rewards
Figure 41: Professional treatment behaviours, 2022

• Maximise on self-care messaging
• Create anonymous feedback options for younger shoppers

Figure 42: Professional treatment behaviours, by age and
gender, 2022

• Opportunity for product-based advice in hair treatments
Figure 43: Professional treatment behaviours, by usage of
beauty/grooming treatments, 2022

• Innovate in the male treatment space
Figure 44: Professional treatment behaviours, by gender,
2022

• Align quality results with professional perceptions in salons
Figure 45: Correspondence Analysis - perceptions of
professional treatment locations, 2022
Figure 46: Correspondence Analysis - perceptions of
professional treatment locations, 2022

• Make the spa experience more personal
• Boost the appeal of store treatments with privacy and

additional services
• Flexible booking options can boost convenience in home

settings
• Barbers can take inspiration from the salon space

Figure 47: Correspondence Analysis - perceptions of salon/
barber/grooming parlours, by gender, 2022

• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology

• Market forecast and prediction intervals

PROFESSIONAL TREATMENT BEHAVIOURS

PERCEPTIONS OF PROFESSIONAL TREATMENT LOCATIONS

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION

APPENDIX – MARKET SIZE AND FORECAST
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Figure 48: Market forecast and prediction intervals for the
professional beauty/grooming and hair treatments, 2022-27

• Market drivers and assumptions
• Forecast methodology
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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